#SP-TN-3-B or I
sideplate,
iron
$5.99

For immediate shipment of your rush order:
telephone 763-633-2500
Weekdays: 9:00 to 5:00 Central Time
Order from www.trackofthewolf.com anytime.
Classic Tennessee stock, right:
Our classic Tennessee fullstock has a buttstock with a straight comb,
unlike earlier stocks, a bit thicker than the very thin late Tennessee
stocks. This stock will look great, when trimmed in iron.
Pre-inlet for our slim 13/16” octagon 42” barrel, large Siler flint or
percussion lock, our #TR-DST-4 or 6 triggers, our #TG-SM-1-I triggerguard, a straight tang plug, and drilled for a 3/8” ramrod. The forend is
pre-shaped, and the butt end has not been cut for the buttplate. You may
omit the buttplate, when building a poor-boy rifle. Trigger reach may be
adjusted up to 15”, with 4-1/2” drop.
Classic Tennessee stock, pre-inlet, pre-shaped forend:
#Stk-CTI-13-M1
stock, right, 13/16”, plain maple
only $162.50
#Stk-CTI-13-M3
stock, right, 13/16”, curly maple
only $232.50
#Stk-CTI-13-M4
stock, right, 13/16”, fancy maple
only $312.50
#Stk-CTI-13-W1
stock, right, 13/16”, black walnut
only $222.50

Classic Tennessee stock, not inlet for lock:
This classic Tennessee fullstock is made without lock or trigger mortise, so you may hand inlet your favorite lock and trigger. Pre-inlet for
any light 13/16” octagon 42” barrel, drilled for a 3/8” ramrod hole, it has
a straight comb. Trigger reach may be adjusted up to 15”, with 4-1/2”
drop. Butt end is 5 x 1-1/2”, not yet cut for buttplate.
Southern mountain rifles were sometimes made in poor boy style, omitting the buttplate, toeplate, forend cap and ramrod entry pipe. A simple
patch grease hole was sometimes drilled in lieu of a patchbox.
Classic Tennessee stock, not inlet for lock or trigger:
#Stk-CT-13-M1
stock, right, 13/16”, plain maple
only $115.00
#Stk-CT-13-M3
stock, right, 13/16”, curly maple
only $185.00
#Stk-CT-13-W1
stock, right, 13/16”, black walnut
only $175.00
Drill bits for our gunsmith’s taps:
#Drill-29
#29 drill bit, .1360”, tap drill for 8-32
only $1.99
#Drill-21
#21 drill bit, .1590”, tap drill for 10-32
only $1.99
#Drill-13/64
13/64” drill bit, .2031” clear for 10-32
only $1.99
Gunsmith’s Taps for vent liners and nipples:
#Tap-1/4-28-P 1/4-28 tap, plug, for vent liner or nipple only $3.99
#Tap-1/4-28-T 1/4-28 tap, taper, for starting a hole
only $3.99
#Tap-1/4-28-B 1/4-28 tap, bottom, to finish blind hole
only $3.99
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#SP-TN-2-B or I
#SP-TN-1-B or I
sideplate,
sideplate,
iron
iron
$5.99
$5.99
Triggerguards from our Southern Mountains:
We should probably describe the all longrifles from Tennessee, the
Carolinas, and the Virginias, as “Southern Mountain” longrifles.
Triggerguard, wax cast iron or brass...................#TG-SM-1-(I or B)
This style of Southern Mountain triggerguard is often decorated with
a engraved ‘V’ pattern at the rear junction of the grip rail and bow. The
triggerguard is shaped with a long tapered rear finial and curl at the
end of the grip rail, common features with those found in Tennessee,
the Carolinas, and the Virginias. The triggerguard has a overall length
of 10-3/4”. The bow is large enough for a double set trigger, the popular
#TR-DST-4 or #TR-DST-6, by R. E. Davis works well.
#TG-SM-1-I
triggerguard, wax cast, steel
only $29.99
#TG-SM-1-B
triggerguard, wax cast, brass
only $22.99
Triggerguard, wax cast iron.............................................#TG-TN-2-I
Patterned after an original, from a longrifle by Bean of Tennessee,
this triggerguard has a long bow to accept double set triggers. Fine
locks, set triggers, and figured wood are frequently found on Tennessee
rifles, even though the iron furniture may be primitive, hand forged, or
abbreviated by omitting the buttplate and entry pipe.
#TG-TN-2-I
triggerguard, wax cast, steel
only $25.99
Tennessee sideplate inlays....................................#SP-TN-1, 2 or 3
Tennessee rifles date from the late flint period. Often trimmed in iron,
sometimes in brass, these rifles usually feature fine imported locks,
double set triggers and figured curly maple stocks. Many have primitive
hand forged furniture and long tangs. Poor boy style rifles may omit the
buttplate, entry pipe and muzzle cap.
Select one of our single screw sideplate inlays, and inlet it flush with
the surface of the side lock panel. Each sideplate inlay is counterbored
for the 3/8” head of our 8-32 or 10-32 lock bolt. When using two lock
bolts, select a similar Hawken sideplate inlay, with a simple finial (or
file off the finial, until round), for the front lock bolt.
#SP-TN-1-I
sideplate, .125” thick, die cut, iron
only $5.99
#SP-TN-1-B
sideplate, .125” thick, die cut, brass
only $6.99
#SP-TN-2-I
sideplate, .125” thick, die cut, iron
only $5.99
#SP-TN-2-B
sideplate, .125” thick, die cut, brass
only $6.99
#SP-TN-3-I
sideplate, .125” thick, die cut, iron
only $5.99
#SP-TN-3-B
sideplate, .125” thick, die cut, brass
only $6.99
#Bolt-L-8-F
lock bolt, 3/8” head, 8-32 thread
only $1.59
#Bolt-L-10-F lock bolt, 3/8” head, 10-32 thread
only $1.59
Taps for 8-32 bolts use #29 tap drill, #16 clearance drill.
#Tap-8-32-T 8-32 tap, taper, for through hole
only $3.99
#Tap-8-32-P 8-32 tap, plug, to start a blind hole
only $3.99
#Tap-8-32-B 8-32 tap, bottom, to finish a blind hole
only $3.99
Taps for 10-32 bolts use #21 tap drill, 13/64” clearance drill.
#Tap-10-32-T 10-32 tap, taper, for through hole
only $3.99
#Tap-10-32-P 10-32 tap, plug, to start a blind hole
only $3.99
#Tap-10-32-B 10-32 tap, bottom, to finish a blind hole
only $3.99

